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This Week…

• Reminder: Our next Options Income 
Blueprint Live Trading Session is tomorrow, 
Nov. 30, at 11 a.m. Eastern. 
• Our trades and results from last week 
• Anatomy of a Trade: General Motors (GM)



old

Last Week’s Trades (All)

DATE POSITION CAPITAL REQUIRED CASH RETURN

11/23/21 Rolled to GM Dec Week One (12/3) 62.50 Put $6,250 $84 1.3%

11/23/21 Rolled to MU Dec Week One (12/3) 82 Put $8,200 $90 1.1%

11/24/21 Sold RUN Dec Monthly (12/17) 45 Put $4,500 $160 3.6%

11/24/21 Rolled to F Dec Week One (12/3) 19 Put $1,900 $22 1.2%

All results reflect one contract sold per trade.



Max Capital Cash In Cash Out Net Cash Return Annualized

Goal $50,000 $250 $0 $250 0.5% 26%

Last Week $44,242 $356 $0 $356 0.8% 42%

Last Week to Goal

Disclaimer: For annual return calculations, we assume only that the return generated 
in the trading week could be replicated across 52 trading weeks during a calendar 

year. Some weeks will have higher annualized returns and some weeks will have lower 
annualized returns.

All results reflect one contract sold per trade.



Overall 
Performance Last 

Week

TYPE CAPITAL NET CASH RETURN

New Trades $6,400 $182 2.8%

Rolled Trades $14,450 $174 1.2%

Calls on Shares N/A N/A N/A

All results reflect one contract sold per trade.



Last week saw light 
trading and….

Positive news on the 
consumer front  

Big rewards for some 
companies announcing 
better-than-expected 
earnings 

Big hits to companies 
announcing earnings beats 
and misses

• The “speculative” fringe of the market 
quite prominent 1-3 days after an 
announcement  

• Nine out of 10 reactions are irrational  

• Forecasts are all about  labor costs, 
slowing demand and supply chain 
issues 

• A full review for 2022 on the horizon 

Some traders and investors driving 
sharp moves in stocks after events, the 
publication of data



Anatomy of a Trade: General Motors 
(GM)

GM is a core stock that we trade with great frequency -- 
every week when possible -- but why did I pick it? 

1. Company 
2. Stock 
3. Option Chains 



Anatomy of a Company

Why General Motors the company? 

1. It has shifted from a revenue/market share focus to a 
profit focus 

2. Its product mix is dominated by high-margin pickup trucks 
and SUVs 

3. Its investing in electric vehicle initiatives that have yet to 
bear financial fruit 

4. Excellent management, including CEO Mary Barra, one the 
top CEOs in the U.S.



Anatomy of a Stock

Why General Motors the stock? 

1. Shares have broken out due to EV initiatives 
2. Wall Street is focused on operating margins and net 

income rather than revenue and unit sales 
3. Management has been transparent and consistent when 

dealing with chip shortages, inventory and other issues 
4. Reasonable volatility 



Anatomy of the Option Chains

Why General Motors options? 

1. Liquid option chains make it easy to trade and roll 
2. New trades often produce 1% a week, while rolls can produce up 

to 0.8% per week  
 
Our latest GM trade: 

• On Nov. 23, we sold the GM Dec Week One (12/3) 62.50 Put 
for $0.84 

• A 1.3% absolute return in 11 days if option expires worthless 
• A 45% annualized return



Anatomy of a Position

We manage positions, not just individual trades. As a core stock, 
I plan to trade GM well into 2022, perhaps longer. 

Looking ahead, I expect: 
• The company will emerge from chip and inventory 

shortages 
• Sales of larger vehicles will increase with falling gas prices 
• Demand will increase due to recovering economy 
• EV initiatives will generate continued interest in the stock


